
ART. XII.—The decline of the woollen trade in Cumber-
land, Westmorland and Northumberland in the late
16th century. By G. ELLIOTT, M.A.

Read at Carlisle July 8th, 196o.

IN his account of the woollen trade Dr Bowden' showed
how England changed during the 16th century from

being an exporter of raw wool to an important manu-
facturing nation with an export surplus of finished cloths,
and other writers' have shown that the 15th and 16th
centuries were periods of industrial expansion. But, as
Dr Bowden suggested, this expansion, especially in the
woollen industry, was not nation wide. Indeed, it can be
shown that in contrast to the rest of the country there was
a marked economic recession in Cumberland, Westmor-
land and Northumberland at the end of the i6th century,
which was serious enough to instigate a series of petitions
to Parliament. These petitions have been preserved among
the manuscripts in the British Museum' and give an in-
sight into the impact of economic legislation on a region
which had built up a flourishing trade in wool during
the 15th century. They explain why the i6th century
was one of economic recession for the northern sheep
farmers, spinners, weavers and fullers, and they indicate
how the slump ate back into the economy, causing wide-
spread unrest and culminating in the presentation of the
petitions.

There is ample evidence to show that the northern
counties relied heavily on sheep rearing and the sale of

P. J. Bowden, "Wool Supply and the Woollen Industry" (Economic
History Review ix 49 -59).

2 In relation to the woollen industry see H. L. Gray, "The Production and
Exportation of English Woollens in the 14th century" (English Historical
Review xxxix 34). See also H. Heaton, The Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted
Industries 89 ff.

British Museum Add. MSS. 34324.
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THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE^I13

wool as far back as the 13th century. E. M. Carus Wilson'
has pointed out that the decline of urban wool manu-
facture in the 13th century was followed by a growth of
the domestic industry in scattered rural centres. She noted
that there were 19 fulling mills in the Lake District in
the Iq.th century, yet by 1500 there were 20 in the parish
of Grasmere alone.' Medieval grants constantly refer to
the predominance of pasture as a form of land use and
the extensive wastes covering the Lake District and the
Pennines were grazed by thousands of sheep.' The
monasteries encouraged the wool trade by becoming local,
markets and the Cistercians established sheep farms
(granges) in the hill country.' But although the small
local mills absorbed some of the northern fleeces, most
of the wool clip was sold to manufacturers outside the
region and farmers began to rely more and more on
foreign markets as the number of sheep farms increased
during the 15th and 16th centuries. Most of the wool was
of poor quality, suitable only for "frizes, cottons and
coarsest cloths" but it found a ready market in the Low
Countries, and Newcastle gradually developed as the
chief exporting port for a hinterland which stretched over
to the Irish Sea.' Kendal, situated on the southern fringe
of difficult country, was destined to develop as both a

E. M. Carus Wilson, "An Industrial Revolution of the 13th century"
(English Historical Review xi 44).

M. L. Armitt, "Fullers and Freeholders in the parish of Grasmere"
(CW2 viii 139-141).

M. F. Moore, Lands of the Scottish Kings in England 23, says "but
the district (the Pennines) was largely pastoral — and the rearing of
sheep, cattle and horses were carried on extensively during times of peace."
In Bain's Calendar of Border Papers 439, no fewer than 952 sheep had been
captured by moss troopers from the Border villages in the first three
months of 1592. During the reign of Henry VIII the manor of Bassenthwaite
had only 50o acres of arable land and 1,30o acres of meadow and pasture.
J. P. Steel, Feet of Fines, Cumberland, and in some parishes in the Lake
District, e.g. Crosthwaite, the tithe was paid in wool.

The monastery of Holm Cultram was an exporter of wool as early as
1274. W. G. Collingwood and F. Grainger, The Register and Records of
Holm Cultram 127. Other monastic houses associated with the wool trade
in the three northern counties were Furness, Shap and Hexham.

Some of the northern wool found an outlet through the port of
Southampton during the Middle Ages. It was carted on pack-horses and
return cargoes of wine, oranges, nuts and dried fruit were taken back to
be sold in Kendal and Carlisle markets. See M. Postan and E. Rich, Trade
and Industry in the Middle Ages 421.
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II4 THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE

collecting and manufacturing centre and eventually be-
came the chief woollen manufacturing town in the area.
It was, however, never able to absorb all the wool clip
from the Lake Counties and Northumberland even though
Kendal Greens sold well at local and foreign trade fairs.
Taking the evidence as a whole, however, it would appear
that sheep rearing, wool export and cloth manufacture
must have been in a very sound financial state throughout
this northern region at the end of the 15th century.

Yet by 1618 the wool growers were complaining that
the wool trade had virtually ceased and that the north
was impoverished. Miss Armitt attributed the decay to
the competition of the "new draperies" and an outbreak
of plague in 1577. 9 Although Dr Bowden has indicated
that the "new draperies" increased in popularity in the
late i6th century, it cannot be inferred that their introduc-
tion disrupted the northern wool trade. These new cloths
were made of better quality wool and were only avail-
abl to the wealthier classes. Most of the Kendal Green
was sold to artisans. Moreover, a large portion of the
northern wool clip had been exported to East Lancashire,
West Yorkshire and the Low Countries where the industry
was geared to the production of poor quality cloths. Nor
could the plague have been serious enough to disrupt
trade. Although it increased the death rate, there is no
evidence that it stopped trade fairs or external trade on
which the sale of the northern wool depended. The real
causes of the decline can be traced to the introduction
of national legislation designed to promote home manu-
facturing by protecting it from foreign competition during
the reign of Edward VI. 10 Thinking that the home wool
clip could be absorbed by an expanding home industry,

Armitt, op. cit. 195. These "new draperies" were introduced from Spain
at the end of the i6th century. They were a high quality cloth and their
use was mainly for the clothing trade in which Kendal had only a minor
interest.

10 A full account of this statute, known as Statute 5 and 6 Edward VI,
is given in R. H. Tawney and E. Power, Tudor Economic Documents
iii 481.
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THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE^I15

the Tudor legislators prohibited the export of raw wool.
Such was the impoverished state of the north, however,
and so great was its reliance on the wool export that
the Act exempted Newcastle wool merchants from the
prohibition. There is ample evidence to show that the
English manufacturing industry flourished under protec-
tion and the growing strength of the industry was reflected
in the growing influence of the Woollen Guilds." They
brought further pressure to bear on Parliament and the
buying and selling of wool was put in the hands of Staplers
who had to be members of a Merchant Guild. These
Staplers selected certain towns as trading centres, paid
their admission fees to the Guild and proceeded to
monopolise the trade in raw wool. 12 This was disastrous
to the north where the carrying of wool had been done
by small brokers who were native to the district, were
entirely dependent on the people from whom the wool was
purchased and were prepared to send it long distances
to markets and ports. The Staplers refused to do this,
especially as the northern wool was very coarse and
brought poor prices. Moreover, the Act forbade the storing
of wool by the farmers for more than one year 13 so that
they could not cut off the merchants' supply. This em-
bargo on free trade caused wool prices to fall disastrously.
The poor quality of the wool clip, the remoteness of many
of the fell farms and the availability of alternative supplies
placed large areas of the north outside the economic
boundaries to which the staplers from Kendal and New-
castle would trade. Gallant attempts were made to
resuscitate the dying trade. Some farmers took their wool
to Scottish ports to by-pass the regulations relating to

" Bowden, op. cit.
12 This admission fee was so high that only a few rich merchants could

afford to join the Merchants of the Staple. The northern wool brokers were
numerous but worked on a relatively small scale. They had only a small
amount of capital and were consequently prohibited from becoming Mer-
chants of the Staple.

12 The penalty for this offence was a fine of ios. per tod. This Act was
repealed in 1624.
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I16^THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE

England. 14 For a short period Edinburgh's wool trade
with the Low Countries increased. The danger of cross-
ing the war scarred Scottish border, and increased trans-
port costs were, however, additional burdens which the
low quality wool could not bear. Constant appeals to
Parliament by the Newcastle merchants resulted in the
partial lifting of the ban to allow "licence and libertie
to export onlie such fells of lowe groth as are gathered
between Michaelmas and Shrovtide within the places
assigned for that purpose — which fells are not fitt for
makinge of clothe.' Such concessions were not suffi-
cient to ease the financial burdens of the hill sheep farmers,
whose flocks had increased considerably during the
medieval boom. Consequently the number of sheep
decreased and some farmers, faced with bankruptcy,
abandoned their holdings." The threatened slump was
however not accepted quietly.

The first petition from the northern "wool growers"
was presented to the Privy Council on 25 May 1618. It
stated that although wool "was their chiefest commoditie"
it could not compete with wool from other areas and was
only suitable for the manufacture of "frizes, cottons and
coarsest cloth." " Consequently no stapler would trade
with the area and as Kendal was "not now able to receive
a fortieth part of the wool of the said counties" the farmers
were impoverished. Some of the farms in the northern
part of the Lake District and on the edge of the Pennines
were too distant from Kendal to send the wool to Kendal

14 Extracts from the Records of the Merchant Adventurers of Newcastle
upon Tyne. Surtees Society xciii 119.

5 Op. cit.
16 There are a considerable number of farms mentioned in 16th century

surveys which no longer exist, and the recession in the wool trade was no
doubt a contributory factor. For example, see B. Dickens, "Place-Names
of Cumberland" pt. 2.

17 Frizes were thick, rough woollen cloths of lasting quality with a heavy
raised map. Cottons were a type of manufacture noted by Leland in
South-East Lancashire — "Bolton-upon-Moore market standeth most by
cottons." They were an imitation in wool of Continental cotton fustians.
It is interesting to note that some of the northern wool had been sent to
Halifax, Leeds, Wakefield, Rochdale and Manchester to be converted into
cottons.
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THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE^117

itself and they wanted permission to trade freely with
other towns.l " In a final paragraph the plea ran "And
the woolbuyers being very poor men rather choose to give
over their trade than to become Staplers by paying a
fine to be admitted, the woolles being so coarse as their
gain is very small and they so far distant from markets
cannot come to buy it for that they are exceedingly
troubled with informers who do it rather to make against
a poor man than the good of the commonwealth. May
it therefore plase your honourable lordships that in favour
of the said county who otherwise will be exceedingly
impoverished hereby to take such order as they may be
permitted to sell their wools as usually they have done
heretofore."

As a result of this petition the Privy Council ordered
a commission consisting of  "Lord William Howard,l " the
Lord Bishop of Carlisle, Sir George Dalstone, Knighte,
and Henry Fetherstonhaugh, esquire, for the county of
Cumberland, the Lord Clifforde, Sir James Bellingham,
Sir John Dalstone, and Sir Christopher Pickeringe,
Knights, for the county of Westmoreland, Sir Ralph
Graye, Sir Henry Witherington, Sir John Fenwicke, and
Sir Raphe Delavale, Knights, for the county of North-
umberland, as also the Lord Bishop of Durisme, and the
Lord President of York — to settle and accomodate the
price of woole from tyme to tyme as there shall be cause
between the woollgrower and stapler as may be reason-
able and indifferent — And that in the mean tyme the
inhabitants of these counties have the like liberty of

"B No doubt the glovers of Carlisle had used some of the northern fells
in their trade, and at the end of the i6th century a number of Carlisle
citizens were summoned to he tried at York for "the ryot against George
Liddell and George Brigham", presumably two staplers, who had attempted
"to buie and bringe awaie certen wooll fills in Carlile". This resistance
to the merchants of the wool staple was probably more a reflection of
hard feelings because of the decline in the wool trade than a serious
attempt to stop them trading in the city. Surtees Society, op. cit. 120.

19 Lord William Howard had been accused by Sir R. Liddall of promot-
ing "Kendal's being made a staple for wool". He denied this and added
that "he joined in a certificate of Council of the inconvenience of preventing
traffic in country wools". (Calendar S.Y. Dorn. cix, 20 May 1619.)
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I18^THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE

buying and selling of wooll as formerly they used." Their
recommendations can never have been put into effect for
a second petition followed. It was very similar to the
first and added detail relating to the "staplers being in
number a few, combine together and buy only of them
at their own price."

Finally, on 23 June 1619, the Privy Council passed
an order, valid for one year only, enabling the clothiers
to buy and sell wool freely. This broke the monopoly
of the Merchants of the Staple, who were not allowed to
enter the market until the cloth makers had been supplied
"at fair price" by the wool growers themselves. As this
would not help the plight of the three northern counties
they were exempted — "who may continue the buying
and selling of the wools out of the inland parts as in
former years."

To what extent this series of petitions and orders helped
the northern sheep farmers to recuperate from the stagger-
ing blows they had received from Tudor legislation cannot
be gauged accurately. The Dissolution had robbed farmers
of a local market for the wool clip, and the region of
institutions with numerous contacts in Europe for the
disposal of wool. Their replacement as the  "middle men"
in the wool trade by merchants of the staple whose markets
were chiefly in England was disastrous. The merchants
were too interested in the buying and selling of good
quality wool from the Midlands and South to bother with
the coarse wool from remote Lake District and Pennine
sheep farms. They were more interested in profit than
social well-being. Their interests were national, not local,
and backed by the Tudor Parliaments they achieved a
high degree of economic power which they wielded to
their own immediate advantage. There is no doubt that
this affected many hill farms in the Lake District. These
farms had relied on their wool clip; 20 they were in an

'° In all the upland areas the farms consisted of a small block of enclosed
land where a few crops were grown for the household and extensive grazing
rights on unenclosed hill land. A survey of Borrowdale in 31 Henry V
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THE DECLINE OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE^I19

environment unsuited to other forms of farming; they
were cut off from their markets, and after 1600 many
were abandoned. The industry survived in Kendal partly
because it was created a staple town, its production was
small and had an established reputation and it was not
too remote from the growing markets of the Midlands
and the South. The fulling mills in the fell valleys, how-
ever, gradually disappeared or were put to other uses.
Presumably the sheep flocks decreased and increased
poverty added to the many existing social problems of
the north.

gives detail of 41 farms (they would be classed as small holdings today)
granted to Fountains Abbey. They had an average of three acres enclosed
land for which a total rental of L28. ins. od. per annum was paid, an
average of 13s. ios. per acre. (British Museum Add. MSS. 24764 f. 6.)
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